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+LUANE &IRST .ATION +WANLIN $àN &IRST .ATION

$ISCOVERY
In August 1997, a wildlife biologist and his wife found something unique
while sheep hunting west of Kusawa Lake. On a high mountain top above
tree-line, they noticed a large snow patch covered with dark caribou pellets.
The dung was nearly a foot thick in places, yet the biologist knew that no
caribou had been seen in this area for nearly sixty years.
The biologist returned to the site with a colleague to confirm the
identification. They picked up a few frozen pellets and a small wooden stick
with a piece of sinew attached. They then sent off some dung and a small
sample of the stick for radiocarbon dating.

!NCIENT ARTIFACTS AND SCIENTIlC SPECIMENS FOUND
AT A SOUTHERN 9UKON ICE PATCH CARIBOU ANTLER
ANTLER TINE FRAGMENT A CARVED ANTLER HUNTING
TOOL AND A HUNTING ARROW 'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON
n (ERITAGE

The dates revealed that the dung was many thousands of years old. The
stick, recognized by Yukon Government archaeologists as part of an ancient
hunting dart, was 4,500 years old.

-ORE lNDS
Since that initial discovery, dozens of mountain-top snow patches have
been found in the southwest Yukon. Investigation has shown that
while often covered by snow, these are actually ice patches, with the ice
preserving many kinds of ancient materials.
The ice patches have been melting rapidly in recent decades. As the patches
melt, thousands of years of accumulated caribou droppings are exposed.
Other incredible things are also being revealed, including ancient hunting
artifacts and animals bones and carcasses.
Over the past four years, the ice patches with dung have been the focus
of study for scientists from many disciplines, along with the staff and
members of four southern Yukon First Nations. Many types of specimens
and samples that can shed light on past environmental and climatic
conditions and on human hunting practices are being collected at the
melting ice patches.

&IRST .ATIONS ROLE
-ELTING MOUNTAIN TOP ICE PATCHES IN THE
SOUTHERN 9UKON ARE YIELDING CARIBOU DUNG
ANIMAL REMAINS AND HUNTING ARTIFACTS
SPANNING THE LAST  YEARS 4HESE lNDS
ARE PROVIDING INSIGHT INTO CLIMATE CHANGE
ENVIRONMENTAL SHIFTS ANCIENT HUNTING
PRACTICES CARIBOU HISTORY AND BIOLOGY

The ice patch studies are providing many opportunities for southern Yukon
First Nations. In this newsletter we outline the different components of the
ice patch work and share some preliminary research results.
We highlight the educational focus the First Nations are bringing to this
collaborative effort and their role in the field work. First Nation Elders
are also contributing to the research, sharing their stories about their
peoples’ history with caribou and their perspectives on changes in the local
environment.


#.#)(
to the memory of

.!#-"$)"(Kh’anaxhghas.â
1979-2002
Carcross-Tagish First Nation
Ganax’ádi (Crow Clan)

Everyone involved in the ice patch work was very saddened this winter by the passing of Tagish
Johns (Tlingit name Kh’anaxhghas.â). Tagish was introduced to archaeology and scientific field work
at an early age, and participated in projects whenever he could. He liked the work because of the
opportunities it provided, including learning about plants (one of his interests), thinking about how
his father’s people used to live, and getting out on the land, which he loved to do.
Tagish excelled at the ice patch work and was respected by all who worked with him. Demonstrating
the skill of his hunting ancestors, Tagish was a superb field person with “eagle” eyes that could
recognize even the smallest specimen of potential research significance. At Science Camp, he was
a role model, easily obtaining the respect of the youth. Tagish recognized the value of the ice patch
project, and being the skilled, knowledgeable and inquisitive person he was, contributed greatly to it.
As we continue on without him, may his spirit guide us.
0HOTO -ARTEN "ERKMAN
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4HE TERM hICE PATCHESv refers to mountain-top snow and ice patches

7HO IS INVOLVED
-ANY AGENCIES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
UNIVERSITY RESEARCHERS AND INDIVIDUALS
ARE INVOLVED IN THE )CE 0ATCH WORK DIRECT

which until recently remained frozen year round. They feature large quantities
of frozen caribou dung that have accumulated over thousands of years. Over 70
possible patches with dung have been observed in the southern Yukon to date.
Biological specimens have been collected from about one-third of this group of
ice patches. Ancient hunting tools have been found at 11 of the ice patches that
have yielded biological specimens; these 11 patches with dung are therefore
also recognized as archaeological sites.

s 'REG (ARE !RCHAEOLOGY 9UKON #ULTURAL

3TUDENTS
LEARN ABOUT
ICE PATCH
FORMATION
AND SCIENTIlC
RESEARCH AT
4HANDLËT ICE
PATCH #!&.

3ERVICES "RANCH   

n 3 'AUNT

ING OR PARTICIPATING IN THE lELD RESEARCH
STUDYING SAMPLES COLLECTED FROM THE ICE
PATCHES OR SUPPORTING OTHERS INVOLVED IN
THE WORK
0RINCIPAL CONTACTS INCLUDE

s 2ICK &ARNELL #ARIBOU "IOLOGY 9UKON
#ARIBOU "IOLOGY &ISH  7ILDLIFE "RANCH
  
s $IANE 3TRAND #HAMPAGNE AND !ISHIHIK
&IRST .ATIONS #!&. #O ORDINATOR FOR THE
FOUR &IRST .ATIONS   

7HY ARE THEY IMPORTANT TO &IRST .ATIONS
They help us…

*IM "AKER #ARCROSS 4AGISH &IRST .ATION WITH
COMPLETE ARROW JUST FOUND AT AN ICE PATCH
'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON n (ERITAGE

•

understand how our
ancestors lived

•

increase our awareness of
climate change

•

respect the knowledge, skills
and values of our people

•

learn about science going on
in our own backyards

•

connect to the land, and
respect it

•

link western science with
traditional knowledge

•

understand why caribou have
been and still are important to
First Nations

•

link science with local
communities

•

•

learn caribou habits and
biology

discover educational and
training opportunities

•

•

learn about local
environments

take pride in who we are,
where we come from, where
we are going

•

learn about land management
issues

•

bring the southern Yukon
First Nations together, to
renew old ties.
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/RAL HISTORY
The ancestors of the Carcross-Tagish, Champagne and Aishihik, Kluane
and Kwanlin Dün people hunted in the mountains where the ice patches
are located, just as many of their descendents do today.

“Lots of

“Lotscaribou
of
around here

caribou
around here

...used to be”

%LDER -RS !NNIE .ED 

The discovery of the caribou dung at the ice patches indicating that caribou
used to be common was, therefore, no surprise to local First Nations
Elders. Either they had seen the herds when they were children, or had
heard stories from their Elders about the abundance of caribou in the area.
In the olden days, people relied heavily on caribou. The species provided
much of their food. Warm clothing was made from the hides. Sinew was
used as thread. Tools were made from other parts of the animal, such as
antlers, bones and hooves.
It was not only the local people who valued caribou. In the 19th century,
caribou hides and clothing were important items that local people
traded with their coastal Tlingit relatives and neighbours.
Caribou are a common theme in the traditional stories of all four First
Nations. They are one of the animals that individuals may have as their
personal spirit helper.

...used to be”
)NTERVIEWS

Interview work with Elders is taking place to gather their insights into
questions such as:

!RT *OHNS #ARCROSS 4AGISH &IRST .ATION HAS
BEEN AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTOR TO THE ICE PATCH
WORK (E IS STANDING IN AN ANCIENT HUNTING
BLIND THAT HE FOUND WHILE HUNTING IN THE #OAST
-OUNTAINS #!&. n 3 'REER

•

what types of caribou were common (bigger woodland or smaller
barrenland ones)?

•

where were caribou hunted?

•

why did the big herds disappear?

The perspectives the Elders are providing include learning proper
behaviour towards this and other members of the animal world, and a
reminder of the inter-connectedness of all things.
Elders are also providing insights into environmental changes and the
impacts they have witnessed in their lifetimes.

$IFFERENT WORDS
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(UNTING BLIND ONE OF A GROUP FACING &RIDAY
#REEK ICE PATCH IN THE RIGHT BACKGROUND #!&.
n 3 'REER

)CE PATCHES n HUNTING SITES
With the regular gathering of caribou, the ice patches must have been
like a local supermarket for people long ago.
Ancient hunting tools found at the ice patches show that for thousands
of years hunters have been coming to these high places to get game. The
arrows and darts they shot at the animals sometimes disappeared into
the soft summer snow. Now, as the ice patches melt, hunting weapons
that have not seen the light of day for hundreds or thousands of years lie
exposed on the surface amidst heaps of decaying caribou pellets.
Hunting blinds have been found near some of the larger ice patches.
Built of piled rocks, long ago hunters could hide from their prey when
crouched behind them. These structures are being studied to learn more
about how hunting took place at the ice patches.

!RROW POINTS RECOVERED FROM THE ICE PATCHES
-OST ARE MADE FROM CARIBOU ANTLER AN
EXCELLENT MATERIAL FOR MAKING TOOLS 'OVERNMENT
OF THE 9UKON n (ERITAGE

)CE PATCH ARTIFACTS
Tool parts made of organic materials (wood, bone, antler, sinew, feathers)
are not usually preserved at archaeological sites, making the collection
of artifacts from the ice patches very unique.
Evidence for two types of hunting technologies is being found: bow
and arrow and the more ancient atlatl and dart system. Atlatls are
also referred to as spear throwers or throwing boards. Atlatl and dart
hunting is illustrated in this sketch of a hunting sequence.

! VERY RARE ICE PATCH ARTIFACT A COMPLETE DART
WITH STONE POINT ATTACHED WITH SINEW TO A
WOODEN FORE SHAFT #ARIBOU HAIR STUCK IN THE
LASHING IS PRESERVED 'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON
n (ERITAGE

While the bulk of the ice patch artifact collection consists of tool
fragments, several complete or nearly complete hunting artifacts have
been found. This includes some arrows (see photo page 3) complete with
wooden shaft, antler point, sinew lashing, feathers and red ochre paint.
Decorated bone and antler dart and arrow points have also been found.
The First Nations are hoping to one day establish cultural centres in
their communities to display these unique heritage objects.
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4HE ICE PATCH STUDIES ARE IMPORTANT to the First Nations for many
reasons, including the information being gathered on local archaeology
and environmental changes within their traditional territories. Just as
significant, however, are the opportunities for student involvement and
education.
First Nation members and staff have been involved in the field work
almost since the project began.

&IRST .ATIONS lELD CREW n RESEARCHING THE PAST
In 2000 and 2001, funding was received for a First Nations field crew.
Under the direction of archaeologist Sheila Greer, students visited
ice patches throughout the southern Yukon to collect biological and
archaeological specimens and assess the patches.

2OBERT &OX +WANLIN $àN &IRST .ATION SEARCHES
FOR BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS AND ARTIFACTS AT
'LADSTONE ICE PATCH #!&. n 3 'REER

Delmar Washington, Champagne and Aishihik First Nations member
and owner/operator of Capital Helicopters, has been an important
member of the field crew. He’s also been a role model for the students.
In addition to learning about the different components of the ice patch
research, crew members learned about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

regional archaeology and history
scientific field methods
land and resource management issues
caribou biology
mountain and helicopter safety
oral history interview methods.

The fieldwork gave crew members a chance to see parts of their
traditional territory they might not otherwise get to see. They were
!ARON $ORIS +LUANE &IRST .ATION AND 2ICHARD 'REER #HAMPAGNE AND !ISHIHIK &IRST .ATIONS STAND
IN ROCK PITS VISITED DURING THE  ICE PATCH lELD RESEARCH 4HESE PITS LOCATED IN +LUANE .ATIONAL
0ARK MAY HAVE BEEN CACHES #!&. n 3 'REER

"OBBY -C,AREN #HAMPAGNE AND !ISHIHIK &IRST
.ATIONS DOCUMENTS LOCATION OF lNDS AT AN ICE
PATCH WITH CAMERA AND '03 GLOBAL POSITIONING
SYSTEM DEVICE #!&. n 3 'REER



enriched by the knowledge
shared by the Elders who were
interviewed.
Crew members have talked about
the strong emotional impact of the
ice patch work, of the connection
felt to their people, their history
and the land.

'ROUP PHOTO OF STUDENTS STAFF AND DOGS
3CIENCE #AMP  AT +USAWA ,AKE
#!&. n 3 'AUNT

Teachers Monica Primozic and
Trish Hirsch (both Champagne
and Aishihik First Nations
members) were Education
Directors for both the 2000 and
2001 Science Camps. Some of the
subjects explored at the camp
included:
•

bear biology and behaviour

3CIENCE #AMP LINKING SCIENCE AND HISTORY WITH COMMUNITY

•

landscape hazards

With this incredible scientific research taking place within their
traditional territories, the First Nations decided to offer a science camp
as an out-reach component of the ice patch work. The camp would
expose community youth to science, particularly the ice patch scientific
studies, in a friendly environment and the best class room there is — out
on the land.

•

energy production and
distribution

•

fish biology and habitat
protection

•

genealogy

Researchers involved in ice patch studies, as well as other scientists
undertaking southern Yukon field projects, were invited to the camp.
During their visits, they gave presentations and provided handson science experiences for the students. First Nations Elders also
participated to share traditional knowledge perspectives, including their
values, on topics being discussed.

•

atlatl manufacture and
throwing

•

lake core sediments and
geography

•

ice patch formation and melt
history

•

caribou biology and research

•

permafrost

•

canoe and watercraft safety

•

wolf physiology and disease

•

regional archaeology and
history

•

medicine plants

The week-long Science Camp was held at Kusawa Lake in 2000 and at
Aishihik Lake in 2001.
Science Camp has been successfully received by community youth and
all involved.
Thanks to the Elders, scientists, resources managers, outdoor instructors, First
Nations staff, cooks and helpers who volunteered their time or re-arranged their
busy schedules to contribute to Science Camp.

3UE 4HOMPSON lSHERIES TECHNOLOGIST SHOWS THE
INNER PARTS OF A lSH CAUGHT IN +USAWA ,AKE TO
STUDENTS AT 3CIENCE #AMP  #!&. n 3 'AUNT

(IGHLIGHT OF 3CIENCE #AMP IS THE VISIT TO AN ICE PATCH WHERE STUDENTS ASSIST WITH SPECIMEN
COLLECTING 3TUDENTS AT 3CIENCE #AMP  WATCH PHOTOGRAPHER -ARTEN "ERKMAN DOCUMENT A lND
AT 4HULSOO )CE 0ATCH WHILE ARCHAEOLOGIST 'REG (ARE CENTRE EXPLAINS THE PROCESS #!&. n 3 'REER
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#ARIBOU SKELETAL PARTS SUCH AS THESE ANTLER
PIECES RESTING ON DUNG ARE BEING FOUND AT THE
ICE PATCHES 'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON n &ISH  7ILDLIFE

#ARIBOU ARE COMMONLY SIGHTED WHEN THE ICE PATCHES WITH DUNG ARE VISITED IN THE SUMMER 'OVERNMENT
OF THE 9UKON n &ISH  7ILDLIFE

(UNTERS AND BIOLOGISTS HAVE LONG OBSERVED that caribou gather on
snow or ice patches in the summer to seek relief from insects and heat.
Before 1997, no one realized that mountain-top snow patches in the
southern Yukon could have persisted for thousands of years. Droppings
left by the caribou and accumulated over this time have therefore been
preserved. The result is a unique record of the biological history (paleobiology) of the species.

$UNG FECES PELLETS POOP SCAT  WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM IT
Dung is a tremendous source of information. For the scientists, the most
valuable dung is that found frozen in the layers of the ice.
Biologists regularly study modern caribou feces to see what the animals
have been eating. Study of the plant parts preserved in the old pellets
found in the layers of ice can indicate how caribou diet has changed
over time.

"IOLOGIST 'ERRY +UZYK WHO DISCOVERED THE lRST
ICE PATCH WITH DUNG 'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON n &ISH
 7ILDLIFE

Pollen from past plant communities is also preserved in the dung, and it
tells scientists about changing environmental conditions.
Researchers are also studying the dung, as well as the animal parts,
for information on caribou genetics. They are researching the genetic
relationship between ancient caribou populations and modern-day
herds in the Yukon. One day they may be able to establish a “family
tree” to show the relatedness of the different caribou herds across the
North.
Information on caribou health is even preserved in the dung. A parasite
species, previously thought to have been a recent arrival in the north,
has been found to have been present in caribou 5,000 years ago.
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'LOBAL WARMING OR CLIMATE
CHANGE
Are our winters getting warmer,
our summers hotter? Global
warming is a complex topic,
with the issues and relevant data
highly debated by researchers.
Almost all scientists agree,
however, that our climate is now
changing at a quicker rate than
it has ever changed before. Like
Greenland’s shrinking glacial ice
cap, the melting ice patches with
dung are a clear indicator of this
change.

4HE PATCHES ARE MELTING RAPIDLY
The age of the mountain-top ice
patches with dung varies. Some
have been around for as long as
8,000 years.
But the patches may not
be around forever. Aerial
photographs dating from the
1940s, 1970s and 1980s, as well
as satellite images taken in 2000,
show that in recent decades the
ice patches with dung have been
rapidly shrinking in size. If the
southern Yukon gets hot summers
like those of 1997, 1998 and 1999,
the ice patches with dung could
be largely melted away within a
decade or so.

Tiny plant pollen grains are
trapped in the layers of ice as
well as in the caribou dung.
When these pollen grains are
studied under a microscope,
the particular plant species
can be recognized. With the
species identified there comes
an understanding of the plant
communities once present in
the area. Study of how plant
communities have changed over
time provides researchers with
insights into climate shifts.
The elements that make up the
ice, including oxygen, also are a
source of information. Changing
oxygen isotopes ratios in the ice
layers show temperature shifts
over time.
The preliminary data from the
ice patches shows that over the
last 8,000 years, climate change or
variability has been common.

'LACIOLOGIST %RIK "LAKE OF )CElELD )NSTRUMENTS
7HITEHORSE EXTRACTING A CORE FROM THE LAYERS OF
ICE AT A PATCH 4HE DARK LAYERS IN THE ICE ARE DUNG
'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON n (ERITAGE

While these ongoing shifts make
it difficult to assess the magnitude
and the significance of the current
trends, they do tell us something:
local residents have had to adapt
to change in the past.

%NVIRONMENTAL SHIFTS
Besides being an indicator of
change because they preserve
a record of local climate and
environmental conditions, the
melting ice patches with dung are
also a subject for climate change
research.

0HOTOGRAPH OF AN ICE PATCH LEFT AND INSET ABOVE
TAKEN FROM HIGH IN THE AIR ! DARK AREA OF MELTED
OUT DUNG BLACK ARROW IS RECOGNIZABLE AT THE BASE
OF THE WHITE ICE 4HE LIGHT AREA AROUND THE WHITE
ICE PATCH WHERE THERE IS NO LICHEN GROWING SHOWS
HOW BIG THE PATCH ONCE WAS 4HE PATCH HAS SHRUNK
CONSIDERABLY SINCE THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN IN 
'OVERNMENT OF #ANADA
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#ONTAMINANTS
In addition to what is being
learned about climate change
(previous page), information on
other types of environmental
shifts is being obtained from the
ice patches.
In the course of your life, your
bones absorb elements that you
have been exposed to. This also
happens with caribou.
Study of caribou bone found
at the ice patches provides
information on contaminants
in the local environment.
Researchers are sampling caribou
jaw bones for heavy metal levels.

/THER ANIMALS AND PLANTS
While caribou remains and
dung predominate, this species
wasn’t the only one to visit the ice
patches. A bison patty has been
found at one patch, while elk and
sheep bones have been found at
others.
Frozen carcasses of small
mammals and birds have also
been recovered. Study of the DNA

preserved in these remains will
allow researchers to reconstruct
the genetic history of different
animals.
Plants have also been found
preserved in the ice. Seeds
from some of these plants may
someday be germinated.

$ATING THE lNDS
At an ice patch, the relative age
of something found within the
ice can be established if the age
of the layers above or below it are
known.
For specimens or samples that
have melted out of the ice, the
only way to determine their
age is through radiocarbon
dating, and only items made of
organic materials such as dung,
bone, antler and wood can be
radiocarbon dated. This is another
way that the dung and artifacts
found at the ice patches are
valuable: they can be aged.

People have been hunting in
these mountains a long time, long
before the ancient Egyptians built
the pyramids. The glaciers that
once covered the southern Yukon
melted away only shortly before
this, around 10,000 years ago.
The most recent hunting artifact
that has been found, an arrow
shaft fragment, is around 100 to
150 years old. It was lost only a
few generations ago.

#ARIBOU MANDIBLES JAW BONE RECOVERED FROM
THE ICE PATCHES ARE STUDIED FOR CONTAMINANTS
'OVERNMENT OF THE 9UKON n &ISH  7ILDLIFE

The dung, animal remains and
artifacts being found at the ice
patches range in age from modern
to as much as 8,000 years ago.

,AWRENCE *OE #HAMPAGNE AND !ISHIHIK
&IRST .ATIONS GIVES A PHYSICS LESSON WHILE
EXPLAINING ATLATL TECHNOLOGY AT 3CIENCE #AMP
 #!&. n 3 'REER
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7HERE ARE THE ICE PATCHES WITH
DUNG
The patches are located within
the traditional territories of four
Yukon First Nations: CarcrossTagish, Champagne and Aishihik,
Kluane and Kwanlin Dün.
Possible patch locations have been
reported but not yet confirmed
in the Teslin and Taku River
Tlingit territories. Mountain-top
ice patches, now entirely melted
but known to have once been
frequented by caribou, have also
been reported in Little SalmonCarmacks First Nation traditional
territory.
Future research may identify
ice patches with dung in the
traditional territories of other
First Nations in the Yukon, British
Columbia, Northwest Territories
and Alaska.

Klaza Mtn.
Little Salmon Lake
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4HIS MAP SHOWS THE GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ICE PATCHES WITH DUNG GREEN AREA IN THE SOUTHERN
9UKON ADJACENT TO +LUANE .ATIONAL 0ARK AND 4ATSHENSHINI !LSEK 0ARK PINK AREA 

The ice patches with dung are
situated in the Coast Mountains
and the Ruby Ranges of the
southwest Yukon. They are found on the north side of
mountains, typically at elevations around 5,500 feet or
higher.
Some of the ice patches with dung are visible from
highways, and are accessible by a few-hour hike.
From a distance, however, they look like any other
mountain-top snow patch.
!ERIAL VIEW OF 'LADSTONE THE LARGEST OF THE ICE PATCHES DISCOVERED
4HE DARK COLOUR AT THE BASE OF THE ICE IS THE LAYERS OF MELTING DUNG
#!&. n 3 'REER

Snow Cap Mtn



#AN ) VISIT AN ICE PATCH
First Nation and government resource managers
are not encouraging people to visit the patches
— particularly those patches that are archaeological
sites — for fear that visitors will pick up scientific
specimens or artifacts as “souvenirs.” Artifact
collecting is illegal.
Untrained people are also unaware of the special
handling, storage and data recording procedures
that are followed in order to safeguard the items
recovered. Illegal collecting results in scientific and
cultural information being lost
forever. This means a loss to
our First Nations communities.
We want these artifacts and
the scientific data to be there in
the future, for our children to
appreciate and learn from.
Archaeological sites, including
the ice patch sites, are protected
by law. Some day, guided hikes
might be offered to these special
places.
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The First Nations would like to thank their
principal financial supporters: Project Yukon
(Government of the Yukon) in 2000, the Northern
Ecosystem Initiative (Government of Canada) in
2001 and Kluane National Park, both years.

Text and organization: Sheila Greer
Graphic design: K-L Services
Artwork: Ukjese van Kampen
Editors: Diane Strand, Gordon Allison,
Paula Banks
(Champagne and Aishihik First Nations)

Funding from these agencies supported the First
Nations ice patch field team, oral history interview
work and public communications related to the ice
patch project.

Photos: Yukon Government/Heritage,
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations/
Heritage, Marten Berkman
Native language vocabulary:
Margaret Workman, Patrick Moore,
Bess Cooley

Yukon Development Corporation and
Yukon Energy provided additional support for
this newsletter.
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs
(Government of Canada) and the four First
Nations provided funds for Science Camp.

'UNACHÔSH

%LDER -ARGARET *OHNSON +LUANE
&IRST .ATION AT 3CIENCE #AMP 

4HANK YOU

3TUDENTS LEARN ABOUT WATER CRAFT SAFETY AT 3CIENCE
#AMP 

&OR MORE INFORMATION on First
Nations involvement in the Ice Patch
project contact:
Carcross-Tagish First Nation
Dan Cresswell
First Nation Resource Officer
867-821-3509
ctfn@yknet.yk.ca
www.ctfn.ca

3TUDENTS LOCATING
THEIR FAMILIES ON A
GENEALOGY CHART 3CIENCE
#AMP  TOP RIGHT
3TUDENTS USING THE ATLATLS
THEY MADE 3CIENCE
#AMP  RIGHT $ERRICK
3CHINKEL #ARCROSS 4AGISH
&IRST .ATION THROWS A
DART WITH AN ATLATL LEFT
4EACHERS 4RISH (IRSCH
AND -ONICA 0RIMOZIC AT
3CIENCE #AMP 
TOP LEFT

!LL PHOTOS THIS PAGE
#!&. n 3 'AUNT



Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
Diane Strand
Heritage Officer
867-634-2331
dstrand@cafn.ca
www.cafn.yk.net
Kwanlin Dün First Nation
Josh Smith
Band Resource Officer
867-633-7800
jsmith@kdfn.yk.ca

Kluane First Nation
Robyn Bradasch
Land Claims Self- Government Director
867-841-4274
kluanefn@yt.sympatico.ca
www.kfnyukon.com

